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INTRODUCTION
According to the report of eMarketer in June
2014, the number of global smartphone users
surpassed the one billion mark in 2012, and is
estimated to be 1.75 billion in 2014. With the
explosion of mobile devices, mobile computing
has become an overwhelming trend in the devel-
opment of IT technology as well as the fields of
commerce and industry. However, mobile
devices are facing some limitations on various
resources, e.g., computation, memory, and ener-
gy. To overcome these limitations, mobile cloud
computing has become a promising solution to
enable mobile devices to consume varied cloud
resources via wireless networks. Such a cloud
computing service model, i.e. mobile as a service
consumer (MaaSC), can improve the computa-
tion capability and energy efficiency of mobile
devices by offloading computation tasks onto
cloud servers [1]. 

New mobile devices are embedded with a set
of versatile sensors, providing a novel paradigm
to collect a vast amount of data about individu-
als, human society, and environments. Mean-
while, since mobile devices are usually associated
with human users, human-intelligence can be
leveraged for the tasks that are intractable for

machine-computation, e.g., entity resolution and
image annotation. Empowered by these capabili-
ties, mobile devices shift from service consumers
to service providers, offering a new service
model for mobile cloud computing, i.e. mobile as
a service provider (MaaSP). In this emerging
service model, a large number of mobile devices
connect with each other via wireless networks,
forming an unprecedentedly powerful mobile
cloud to provide pervasive data collecting, pro-
cessing, and computing services. With this pow-
erful mobile cloud, mobile crowdsourcing has
been gaining momentum as a feasible solution
for solving very large-scale problems. By out-
sourcing tasks to the mobile cloud, cost-effective
and pervasive cloud services can be achieved,
using a possibly huge number of mobile users
and devices to work together in a distributed
way. The ideas behind mobile crowdsourcing
involve a wide range of applications and are uti-
lized in different business models [2]. For exam-
ple, OpenStreetMap [2] is a crowdsourced map
of the world, created by worldwide voluntary
mobile users using their local knowledge, GPS
trajectories, and donated sources. The rapid
development of OpenStreetMap indicates that
mobile crowdsourcing has the potential to revo-
lutionize traditional data processing and collect-
ing approaches, and in fact already has.

Despite the promising computing paradigm
and tremendous advantages, mobile crowdsourc-
ing is still in its infancy and facing many chal-
lenges. As mobile users become service providers,
social relationships and interactions play a signif-
icant role in mobile crowdsourcing. It poses a
particular challenge on exploiting the underlying
social impacts, such as personal social attributes,
preference, selfishness, etc. Meanwhile, in the
presence of malicious users, mobile crowdsourc-
ing is vulnerable to various kinds of attacks, e.g.,
denial-of-service attacks and Sybil attacks. In
addition, the private information of both service
consumers and mobile users may also be dis-
closed without sophisticated privacy preservation
techniques. Having these security and privacy
concerns, mobile users would lose their passion
for mobile crowdsourcing. Therefore, it is extreme-
ly critical to address these challenges to facilitate
the development of mobile crowdsourcing.
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In this article we investigate the mobile
crowdsourcing architecture and existing applica-
tions to achieve pervasive cloud services. In
addition, we identify some key challenges that
impede the implementation of mobile crowd-
sourcing. Two countermeasures are then pre-
sented to address these challenges. Finally, we
envision some future research directions and
open challenges, and conclude this article. 

MOBILE CROWDSOURCING:
ARCHITECTURE AND APPLICATIONS

MOBILE CROWDSOURCING ARCHITECTURE
Mobile crowdsourcing is a type of electronic
commerce service, where mobile users form a
mobile cloud to sell cloud resources and services
(e.g., data collecting, computing, and processing)
for service consumers. Different from the tradi-
tional cloud computing that depends on Internet
connection, mobile crowdsourcing can provide
pervasive cloud services for both online and local
terminals. Figure 1 shows the architectures of
mobile crowdsourcing in an Internet-based scenario
and a local-based scenario, respectively. The
main difference between the two kinds of mobile
crowdsourcing models is that all the Internet-
connected mobile users can potentially be a ser-
vice provider in the Internet-based mobile crowd-
sourcing, while only the mobile users in the
vicinity can provide cloud services in local-based
mobile crowdsourcing. We describe the key com-
ponents of mobile crowdsourcing as follows.

Service Consumers: Service consumers refer
to the online and local users that require cloud
services through the mobile crowdsourcing sys-
tem. They utilize the cloud services by outsourc-
ing tasks to mobile users.

Mobile Users: Mobile users with mobile
devices can autonomously form a mobile cloud
to provide cloud services, for online service con-
sumers via cellular/WiFi networks, or for local
service consumers by communicating with local
servers or neighboring users using Bluetooth/

NFC techniques. When a mobile user partici-
pates in an outsourced task, it can adopt local
computing or require mobile cloud computing to
execute this task.

Centralized Servers: Centralized servers can
be seen as a mobile crowdsourcing platform for
Internet-based service consumers. They store all
the crowdsourcing information (e.g., users’ pro-
files, historical service records) that can be used
for task outsourcing and service evaluation. Gen-
erally, centralized servers can provide trusted ser-
vices for task publishing, allocating, report collecting,
and feedback processing for the Internet-con-
nected service consumers and mobile users.

Local Servers: Local servers can provide local
crowdsourcing services, such as outsourced task
broadcasting and task result aggregation, for ser-
vice consumers and mobile users in the vicinity.
Local servers are generally equipped with dedi-
cated mobile local gateways to disseminate the
task information to neighboring mobile users
and collect user report results. In addition, they
can also query or update necessary information
from centralized servers to support mobile
crowdsourcing. However, local servers are usual-
ly deployed for commercial purposes and not
trusted by mobile users.

MOBILE CROWDSOURCING APPLICATIONS
In the last five years mobile devices have become
sensor and information hubs in our daily life. By
integrating mobile computing and crowdsourc-
ing, some emerging applications have shown the
potential to achieve highly efficient and cost-
effective data computation, collection, and pro-
cessing services. In this section we present two
representative mobile crowdsourcing applica-
tions, as shown in Fig. 2: mobile crowdcomput-
ing and mobile crowdsensing. Some related
works on the two types of mobile crowdsourcing
applications are and compared in Table 1.

Mobile Crowdcomputing: Mobile crowdcom-
puting is used to outsource data computation
tasks to mobile users. The mobile users who par-
ticipate in the outsourced tasks can locally exe-

Figure 1. Network architectures of mobile crowdsourcing.
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cute these tasks or offload them to the cloud
severs based on their own data and computation
resources. Due to human intervention, mobile
crowdcomputing can leverage human-intelli-
gence to deal with the tasks that are more suit-
able for human evaluation than machine
computation (e.g., entity resolution, image anno-
tation, and sentiment analysis). Honeybee [4] is
a local-based mobile crowdcomputing applica-
tion, in which face detection and photography tasks
are outsourced to local mobile users. The mobile
users use their mobile devices to run face detec-
tion algorithms and take specific photos, togeth-
er with their personal evaluation. CrowdDB [3]
crowdsources the computing tasks in the form of
querying and answering, based on the Amazon
Mechanical Turk platform.

Mobile Crowdsensing: Data collection and pro-
cessing, such as environment sensing and monitor-
ing, generally require enormous technical efforts
and significant economical resources. Mobile
crowdsensing is used to outsource data collection
and processing tasks to mobile users, who can per-
form data sensing with sensor-equipped mobile
devices, and execute data processing by local com-
puting or mobile cloud computing. By motivating
mobile users’ participation, mobile crowdsensing
can provide cost-efficient mobile cloud services for
data collection and processing. SignalGuru [5] is a
local-based mobile crowdsensing application, uti-
lizing smartphones to opportunistically detect cur-
rent traffic signals and collaboratively exchange
their detection information via an ad-hoc network.
The smartphones can predict the future schedule
of traffic signals based on the collection of
exchanged information to guide the driving deci-
sion-making. Medusa [6] is a mobile crowdsensing
application that collects specific sensing data by
outsourcing sensing tasks, including video docu-
mentation, auditioning, and road monitoring, to
Internet-connected mobile users via secure-HTTP
based wireless communication. 

KEY CHALLENGES IN
MOBILE CROWDSOURCING

SELFISHNESS AND INCENTIVE
Motivating mobile users to participate in mobile
crowdsourcing is critical for forming a powerful
mobile cloud. The incentives to motivate mobile
users could be varied, including financial rewards,

personal contribution, social gains, etc. Experi-
ences with micro-task markets, such as Amazon
Mechanical Turk, provide positive indications on
monetary incentives, while Wikipedia is a good
example of human contribution for non-financial
gain. However, since both service consumers and
mobile users are selfish and aim to benefit from
crowdsourcing, incentive mechanisms should
economically balance the requirements of the
two parties, and create mutual benefits and a
win-win situation. Yang et al. [7] propose two
incentive mechanisms, including reward-sharing
and auction-based, to simulate mobile users to
participate in mobile crowdsourcing. In reward-
sharing incentives, service consumers offer fixed
rewards for their outsourced tasks, and each
reward is shared by the task participants accord-
ing to the time they worked on the correspond-
ing task. They also design a truthful auction-
based incentive mechanism, where mobile users
make offers for different outsourced tasks and
service consumers choose appropriate partici-
pants to maximize their own utilities. Both the
reward-sharing and auction-based incentive
mechanisms can economically stimulate the for-
mation of a mobile cloud and also can achieve
mutual benefits. However, neither of them shows
discrimination for different mobile users. Gener-
ally, mobile users have various capabilities for
the outsourced tasks (e.g., personal knowledge,
available resources for data collecting and com-
puting), thus incentive mechanisms should stim-
ulate more well-suited mobile users for a specific
outsourced task, instead of offering incentives
indiscriminately.

TASK ALLOCATION
In cloud computing it is essential to apply a type
of server instance (e.g., high-memory instance,
high-CPU instance) for the computation tasks
from a larger number of networked cloud servers,
according to the task characteristics and require-
ments. Similarly, in mobile crowdsourcing, task
allocation aims to allocate a specific set of out-
sourced tasks to a set of mobile users who can
potentially finish these tasks more accurately
and efficiently. Some factors that may impact
task allocation have been investigated in existing
works. Reddy et al. [8] claim geographic and
temporal availabilities of mobile users would
highly impact the task delay, which should be
considered in participant selection. He et al. [9]

Figure 2. Mobile crowdcomputing and mobile crowdsensing.
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design a recruitment algorithm for a mobile
crowdsensing application taking the mobility
paths of mobile users into consideration. Despite
the existing considered factors, the underlying
social impacts between the outsourced task and
mobile users should be considered in task alloca-
tion. For instance, if the outsourced task is
“Find an unoccupied basketball court at the
University of Waterloo,” the mobile users who
are interested in “Sport” and study at this uni-
versity might be preferred to be recruited in the
task. Therefore, investigating the social impacts
and determining a matching degree for each pair
of task and mobile user, and to describe the
potential utility of a mobile user participating in
an outsourced task, is necessary and crucial for
mobile crowdsroucing. Furthermore, based on
the determined matching degrees, an efficient
task allocation scheme should be developed to
maximize the potential utility for both service
consumers and mobile users. 

SECURITY THREATS
Security is one of the primary concerns for cloud
service consumers, while the mobile crowdsourc-
ing philosophy originates from the assumption
that mobile users would honestly provide accu-
rate results. This is a contradiction and also a
persistent problem for mobile crowdsourcing,
since there may be malicious mobile users
attempting to misbehave in or undermine the
mobile crowdsourcing. The malicious users can
fabricate computation or sensing results, or mali-
ciously suspend the ongoing tasks, or launch
other types of attacks that can directly or indi-
rectly cause negative impacts on the outsourced
tasks and service consumers. Some related work
has been proposed to mitigate the impacts of
malicious task reports and identify the misbehav-
ing users. Zhang et al. [10] develop a robust tra-
jectory estimation strategy, to alleviate the
negative influence of abnormal crowdsourced
user trajectories and identify the normal and
abnormal users. Huang et al. [11] employ the
Gompertz function to compute the device repu-
tation score and evaluate the trustworthiness of
the contributed data. Although trust evaluation
is an effective solution to measure the credibility
of task reports and assist malicious user detec-
tion, the users’ privacy may be disclosed by link-
ing the trust values associated with multiple task

reports [12]. In summary, a major challenge is to
design sophisticated security countermeasures to
resist malicious attacks and guarantee a reliable
mobile crowdsourcing system.

PRIVACY LEAKAGE
Another obstacle to the widespread deployment
and acceptance of mobile crowdsourcing is the
privacy concerns of both mobile users and ser-
vice consumers. The outsourced tasks could
reveal the personal interests and objectives of
service consumers. Meanwhile, task reports gen-
erally tagged with spatio-temporal information
disclose abundant personal information of
mobile users, such as location, personal activi-
ties, and social relationships. Therefore, privacy
preservation is of paramount importance in
mobile crowdsourcing. For instance, mobile
user’s location privacy could be exposed when
participating in environment sensing of a small
space. Generally, we can use cryptography to
provide protection for mobile users and service
consumers from being eavesdropped by outside
attackers when data transmitting and processing.
To preserve data privacy from service consumers,
Liu et al. [13] propose a collaborative learning
scheme for classification tasks, e.g., activity or
context recognition, in mobile sensing, which can
ensure the classification accuracy without dis-
closing mobile users’ privacy, by utilizing the fea-
ture perturbation and regression techniques.
Anonymity, as an effective solution for privacy
preservation, has also been adopted to preserve
mobile users’ privacy in mobile crowdsensing [12].
In particular, privacy leakage concerns should be
given more attention for local-based mobile
crowdsourcing, since local servers are generally
deployed for commercial purposes and not trust-
ed by mobile users. Therefore, anonymous tech-
niques should be well developed for information
transfer between mobile users and local servers.

SOLUTIONS FOR MOBILE
CROWDSOURCING APPLICATIONS

In this section we discuss two promising solutions
for mobile crowdsourcing. Specifically, we pre-
sent a social-aware task allocation scheme to
address the incentive and task allocation chal-
lenges for Internet-based mobile crowdcomputing

Table 1. Representative existing mobile crowdsourcing applications/systems.

Application Service type Working platform Task type Computation resources Internet-based
or local-based

CrowdDB [3] Mobile
crowdcomputing

Based on Amazon
Mechanical Turk Querying and answering Human intelligence Internet-based 

Honeybee [4] Mobile
crowdcomputing Android Face detection Human intelligence and

machine computation Local-based

SignalGuru [5] Mobile
crowdsensing iOS Traffic signal detection Machine computation Local-based

Medusa [6] Mobile
crowdsensing Android Environment sensing and

data processing Machine computation Internet-based
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applications, and an anonymous reputation sys-
tem to mitigate the security and privacy concerns
for local-based mobile crowdsensing applications.

SOCIAL-AWARE TASK ALLOCATION FOR
INTERNET-BASED MOBILE CROWDCOMPUTING

In Internet-based mobile crowdcomputing, all
the Internet-connected mobile users have the
potential to provide cloud services for out-
sourced computation tasks. With such a huge
service pool, incentives and task allocation are
particularly important for this type of applica-
tions to achieve targeted computing services. In
addition, since crowdcomputing generally depends
on human-intelligence, the social attributes of
mobile users (e.g., specialties, social activities)
may highly impact the quality of computation
tasks. In this section we present a social-aware
task allocation (SATA) scheme for a typical
Internet-based mobile crowdcomputing applica-
tion [14], where the crowdsourcing procedures
can be detailed as follows. A service consumer first
publishes a set of tasks to outsource, which gen-
erally contain specific requirements (e.g., inter-
ested specialties, delay, and task budget). The
mobile users, interested in these tasks, then esti-
mate the task execution information (e.g., pro-
cessing cost, delay), and apply for participation.
Afterward, the service consumer allocates these
tasks to a subset of applicants based on their
application information. After task allocation,
the selected participants execute the outsourced
tasks with their own data and computation
resources. After the tasks are finished, the task
reports will be submitted to the service con-
sumers. Finally, the service consumer evaluates
the task reports and gives feedback (e.g., report
evaluation, rewards), to the participants.

To motivate mobile users’ participation and
achieve mutual benefits, SATA adopts an auc-
tion-based incentive mechanism, where mobile
users announce their bid prices for the interest-
ed outsourced tasks, according to their costs and
capabilities. Service consumers then choose a
subset of mobile users to take the outsourced
computation tasks under a fixed budget. In order
to identify the well-suited mobile users for a spe-
cific computation task, SATA introduces a
matching degree, determined by three social fac-
tors, for each pair of mobile user and task. Social
attribute overlap degree is the primary factor

considered in the matching degree calculation.
Each mobile user can be characterized by a set
of social attributes based on their specialties,
social interactions, and personal features, to
identify the advantages in addressing some spe-
cific types of tasks. If we can specify the interest-
ed social attributes for an outsourced task, a
higher social attribute overlap degree generally
indicates a potential matching between a mobile
user and this task. Moreover, each user can esti-
mate a task delay to finish the task based on his
available data resources and capabilities, which
directly impacts the matching degree, especially
for the delay-sensitive tasks. In addition, the rep-
utation of the mobile user is a crucial factor in
task allocation, since it indicates the trustworthi-
ness of the mobile user according to his histori-
cal task evaluation. For each pair of mobile user
and task, if we use three functions f, g, and h, to
denote the impacts of social attribute overlap,
estimated task delay, and reputation, respective-
ly, the total matching degree can be calculated
as a function e(f, g, h) related to f, g, and h.

After the determination of matching degree,
task allocation changes to a knapsack problem to
maximize the potential utility of the service con-
sumer. More specifically, if a service consumer
has a set of tasks to crowdsource under a fixed
budget, and there are a set of interested mobile
users announcing their bid prices for participating
in a subset of tasks, task allocation can be formu-
lated as choosing a subset of interested mobile
users to maximize the total matching degree
S{e(f, g, h)}, subject to the constraint that the
sum of the bid prices of chosen mobile users
should not be larger than the task budget. It is
known that a knapsack problem is NP-hard, but a
fully polynomial time approximation solution can
be achieved to address this problem [14]. Figure 3
shows an example of task allocation by SATA.

By employing SATA, service consumers can
recruit the well-suited participants that can poten-
tially optimize the quality of outsourced comput-
ing tasks. Meanwhile, SATA can lead mobile
users to participate in the tasks with higher match-
ing degrees, for which they can flexibly adjust
their bidding strategies to maximize their own
profits. Figures 4a and 4b show the task quality
and average user profit comparison, respectively,
between SATA and greedy allocation scheme
(GAS). Here, GAS refers to allocating tasks to
mobile users only according to their bidding
prices, without considering the underlying match-
ing degrees [7]. The experiment results show that
SATA can notably improve the outsourced task
quality and the benefits of mobile users. 

ANONYMOUS REPUTATION MANAGEMENT FOR
LOCAL-BASED MOBILE CROWDSENSING

Mobile crowdsensing has been widely adopted as
an efficient and economical solution for environ-
ment sensing. However, since sensing reports
generally contain abundant sensitive personal
information, privacy leakage is a significant chal-
lenge for mobile crowdsensing applications.
Moreover, due to the untrusted local servers,
privacy preservation becomes particularly impor-
tant in local crowdsensing scenarios [15]. In
addition, in the presence of malicious users, the

Figure 3. An example of task allocation by SATA.1
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sensing reports are easily fabricated or tampered
with to pollute the final sensing results. There-
fore, sophisticated security and privacy preserva-
tion techniques should be elaborately developed
to mitigate these severe challenges for local-
based mobile crowdsensing. 

In [12], Wang et al. propose an anonymous
reputation system based on blind signatures to
simultaneously achieve trust evaluation and pri-
vacy preservation. By adopting trust evaluation
and reputation management, malicious users can
be detected accurately after repeated misbehav-
iors [15]. The reputation values of mobile users
can also be used for determining the trustworthi-
ness of sensing reports and generating the final
sensing results. Meanwhile, blind signatures
ensure the authenticity of signed messages with-
out disclosing their content to the signing entity,
and also can prevent the signing entity from
linking the message with the identity of its gen-
erator. Therefore, mobile users’ privacy can be
preserved from both local servers and service
consumers. The anonymous reputation system is
illustrated in Fig. 5, which consists of a mobile
user, a service consumer, local servers, and a
reputation and pseudonym manager (RPM). We
describe the procedures of mobile crowdsensing
with anonymous reputation management as follows. 

First, a mobile user should register with RPM
for participating in the task t. RPM obtains the
reputation level based on his actual reputation,
and creates two certificates, Cu and C0, for u,
where C0 is the anonymous certificate provided
for the service consumer, while Cu contains the
actual user ID u and is used by RPM to update
u’s reputation. Both the certificates are signed
by RPM and contain the reputation level of u
and task ID. If the mobile user wants to partici-
pate in a new task, it has to require two refreshed
certificates with a different task ID, which can
also partly prevent Sybil attacks [15]. After
receiving certificates, the mobile user generates
his blind ID as Bu based on the certificate Cu.
Every time the user submits a sensing report, it
should generate a different blind ID. The service
consumer will assess the quality of the submitted
sensing reports with the user’s reputation level,
and create a reputation feedback (RF) as
RF = Bu  {fSR}Ksp  C0, where fSR is the repu-
tation feedback encrypted by RPM’s public key.
Therefore, both mobile users and local server
cannot decrypt this feedback. After receiving the
RF, the mobile user can obtain an unblinded
RF (URF) by retrieving Cu from Bu as URF =
Cu  {fSR}Ksp  C0. Note that both RF and URF
are signed by the service consumer and hence
cannot be forged by the user. When RPM
receives a URF, it processes a security check to
validate the URF. Only if the validation is passed
will RPM extract the user’s ID and reputation
feedback to update his current reputation value.

Throughout the whole process, neither ser-
vice consumers nor local servers can link the
sensing reports and reputation values to the real
identities of mobile users. Furthermore, by
changing the blinded ID for each report submis-
sion, it becomes impossible to de-anonymize
mobile users by multiple sensing reports. 

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND
CHALLENGES

Recent research has provided some feasible
solutions for the key challenges in mobile crowd-
sourcing, triggering an explosion of mobile
crowdsourcing applications. However, there is
still a long way to go before researchers will wit-
ness the flourishing of mobile crowdsourcing. In
this section we present future research directions
and challenges to foster continued advancement
in this emerging and evolving field of study.

COMMUNITY ORIENTED
MOBILE CROWDSOURCING

In mobile crowdsourcing, mobile users them-
selves form a social network, where the underly-
ing social relationships and interactions cause a
significant impact on task crowdsourcing. Social
community, as a social structure consisting of
individuals with common social interests or

2 The task report quality
is determined by the
accuracy and actual
delay of task reports,
while the user’s profit is
calculated by received
task rewards minus task
costs.

Figure 4. Performance comparison between SATA and GAS2: a) task
report quality comparison; b) average user profit comparison.
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attributes, can be introduced into mobile crowd-
sourcing to improve the social aware task crowd-
sourcing. By introducing social community,
service consumers can focus on outsourcing
tasks to different social communities without
considering which mobile user should be
involved. Meanwhile, communities can recruit
well-suited mobile users with required specialties
and capabilities for service consumers to accom-
plish the specific tasks. By leveraging the hierar-
chical crowdsourcing, service consumers can
enjoy more reliable services and achieve targeted
task crowdsourcing, especially for tasks requiring
specific data resources and processing back-
ground. However, exploring community oriented
mobile crowdsourcing still faces some challeng-
ing issues. Mobile users of a community may
contribute their efforts to maximize the profit or
reputation of the community, rather than always
being selfish. Therefore, task crowdsourcing
would be impacted by stimulating users’ contri-
bution, and meet new challenges in balancing
the benefits of mobile users and their communi-
ty. In addition, since mobile users can simultane-
ously belong to different communities, task
allocation of a community should consider many
social factors (e.g., benefits for mobile users and
communities, strength of the social ties between
mobile users and different communities) to
address the potential conflict of parallel task
crowdsourcing in different social communities. 

EXPLORING BIG DATA APPLICATIONS BY
MOBILE CROWDSOURCING

Digging from previously inaccessible data sets is
allowing companies and governments to improve
operations and to discover some hidden regulari-
ties and new solutions to problems, making big
data a hot topic in recent years. However, sort-
ing and analyzing the mountains of information
is a challenge even for the largest enterprises
and institutions. This embarrassment could be
eliminated by mobile crowdsourcing, which is
able to exploit the spare processing power of
millions of mobile devices and human brains via
wireless communication networks. Furthermore,
mobile crowdsourcing also provides a faster and
more efficient way to access and collect a huge

amount of data information from mobile users.
The rapid evolution of wearable mobile devices
and healthcare applications has proved that the
vast potential market for personalized services is
attracting industry attention based on mobile
crowdsourcing assisted big data applications. 

We can foresee the future of integrating
mobile crowdsourcing and big data analytics
from a successful example in Paris: Tranquilien.
This is a smartphone app to help commuters
pick a train where they are able to find a seat,
based on urban mobility pattern modeling and
mobile users’ data contribution. By combining
user contribution with search queries and loca-
tion signals, it can accurately observe and predict
origin-destination patterns, as well as where peo-
ple change trains. The unpredicted success of
Tranquilien indicates that mobile crowdsourcing
and big data are converging, and providing
unprecedented opportunities for this big data
era. Unfortunately, the integration of mobile
crowdsourcing and big data analytics brings not
only opportunities but also challenges from both
techniques. Since data collection is crowdsourced
to a huge amount of various “always-on” mobile
devices, the original challenges of data volume,
velocity, and variety in big data analytics are
amplified by mobile crowdsourcing. Further-
more, both big data and mobile crowdsourcing
are still facing the challenge of privacy disclo-
sure. Due to increasingly powerful data mining,
personal privacy can be fully exposed even with
advanced anonymity techniques. If we aim to
outsource data collection to personal mobile
devices, privacy concerns would be the biggest
obstacle impeding the development of mobile
crowdsourcing based big data applications.

ROBUST EVALUATION OF
MULTIMEDIA REPORTS

In mobile crowdsourcing, fabricated or inaccurate
task reports generally lead to useless and even
misleading task results and cause significantly neg-
ative impacts on users’ experiences. Therefore,
report evaluation is critical for mobile crowdsourc-
ing to evaluate the quality of aggregated task
reports and identify false task reports, which is
also the foundation of malicious attack detection.
Existing works dealt with this challenge by recruit-
ing multiple participants for a single outsourced
task, and detected the false task reports by similar-
ity analysis of these participants’ reports [9, 12].
However, since task reports usually contain multi-
media content, such as voice, pictures, and videos,
especially in mobile crowdsensing, similarity analy-
sis cannot apply to the evaluation of multimedia
reports. For instance, if Bob outsources a real-
time traffic-monitoring task for a specific area, the
task reports could be in the form of pictures or
videos. Regardless of which form the report is in,
Bob will face the challenge of multimedia report
evaluation. Although human evaluation can par-
tially mitigate this challenge, it is not an efficient
or even feasible solution for scalable report evalu-
ation. Moreover, report evaluation is also vulnera-
ble to collusion attacks and Sybil attacks, wherein
malicious users collaboratively submit false task
reports to subvert report evaluation. Therefore,
future research can include exploiting an intelli-

Figure 5. Illustration of anonymous reputation system for local-based
mobile crowdsensing (Ksp is the public key of RPM).
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gent and robust evaluation scheme for multimedia
reports to guarantee the quality and credibility of
aggregated task reports, as well as malicious attack
detection. 

CONCLUSION
In this article we have investigated the mobile
crowdsourcing architecture, and presented tech-
nical challenges with possible solutions to facili-
tate the implementation and development of
mobile crowdsourcing. By outsourcing tasks to
mobile users, mobile crowdsourcing can provide
a highly efficient and cost-effective way to
achieve pervasive cloud services. We have also
discussed future research directions and chal-
lenges to nurture continuous improvements for
mobile crowdsourcing. It is envisioned that
mobile crowdsourcing will accelerate the perva-
siveness and evolution of data collecting, pro-
cessing, and computing. 
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